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The LA art scene turns up the heat 

this fall with the launch of the 

 Art PlAtform–los Angeles 

fair and the massive 

“PAcific stAndArd time” 

initiative. But if they 

build them, will you come? 

 LA’s 
    ART    
EVOLUTION

By 
sue 

Hostetler
Cutting-edge art is nothing new to La. 
this city has a rich history of important art schools and institutions and 
is the birthplace of many significant art movements, but the palpable 
electricity of the current local art scene, coupled with the newfound 
international attention it has been receiving, has many wondering: 
what exactly transformed this city into one of the most influential 
global contemporary art capitals? was there a tipping point? or is 
it really just about perception and the La art world becoming more 
present in the public mind?

as with most things, it all depends with whom you speak. Many feel 
La has always been an integral part of the contemporary art universe. 
esteemed local dealer shaun Caley regen, whose galleries, regen 
Projects and regen Projects ii, have been mainstays here for many years 
and who has helped cultivate homegrown talent including raymond 

Pettibon and Lari Pittman, scoffs at the idea of a recent transformation. 
“the truth is Los angeles has always had an incredible art scene,” she 
says. “nothing in La has changed to anyone who lives here—only the 
east Coast journalistic perception of Los angeles has changed.” 

Yet even regen can’t deny the shifts within the La art community, 
namely expansions and additions: Last year, LaCMa built the Lynda 
and stewart resnick exhibition Pavilion and gagosian gallery doubled 
the size of its Beverly hills space; in 2013, collector eli Broad will open 
his own museum. that is coupled with recent blockbuster shows such 
as MoCa’s “art in the streets,” which has helped make contemporary 
works more geographically and thematically accessible to angelenos. 
and then there is a young group of local artists—Matthew Monahan, 
thomas houseago, aaron Curry and sterling ruby—generating an 
international buzz.  

Adam Gross, executive 
director of Art Platform–Los 

Angeles, at L.A.Mart.
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from left: Catherine 
Deneuve, B & Bewitch by 

robert heinecken and We’re 
in This Together by ryan 

McGinness, both on view at 
Art Platform–Los Angeles. 

Maria Arena bell and Jeffrey Deitch in front of Andy Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup Cans at MocA. 
below, from top: Untitled #27 and #5 from “freeway” series 1994 by catherine opie, on view at Art Platform–Los Angeles.

shaun caley regen in front of elliott hundley’s The Lightning’s Bride at regen Projects ii. 

But La’s visibility has been most amplified by the western trek of art-
world luminaries. one could go all the way back to 1999, when new York’s 
the drawing Center director ann Philbin moved to the Left Coast to 
head uCLa’s hammer Museum. then Michael govan bade farewell to 
the dia art Foundation in 2006 to become director of LaCMa. and, of 
course, it’s by now the stuff of art-world legend that east Coast ubergallerist 
Jeffrey deitch was hired last year to turn around the then-flagging MoCa. 
these shifts on the institutional level have brought the simmer on the city’s 
contemporary art scene to a roiling boil. other transplants include former 
whitney contemporary curator shamim M. Momin, who moved to Venice 
Beach and cofounded the nonprofit Land; stalwart new York dealers 
dominique Lévy and robert Mnuchin of L&M arts, who opened a gallery 
in Venice; Matthew Marks of Matthew Marks gallery, who’s in the midst of 
creating a space in La; and art-world publicity doyenne sara Fitzmaurice, 
who is opening a west Coast office for her Pr firm, Fitz & Co. 

and now, the proverbial top threatens to blow off late this month with 
the opening of “Pacific standard time: art in L.a. 1945–1980”—a massive 
collaborative, multi-institution project, which is an initiative of the getty 
research institute—as well as the unveiling of southern California’s newest 
art fair, art Platform–Los angeles. 

opening officially october 1 (previews begin Friday, september 30), 
art Platform–Los angeles debuts downtown at the L.a. Mart and will 
feature 70 to 75 galleries focused on recognized and emerging local con-
temporary artists. on september 30, “Pacific standard time: art in L.a. 
1945–1980” (a six-month-long initiative) also kicks off with simultaneous 
exhibitions and programs at an unprecedented 60 cultural institutions 

across southern California, celebrating postwar work and the La art 
scene from 1945–1980. “if you’re from La, you have this feeling some-
thing very special is happening in our city right now,” says adam gross, 
executive director of art Platform–Los angeles and former MoCa staff 
member. “this is our time to shine, and art Platform is providing a rally-
ing point. the core of the fair is to contextualize what is going on in the 

La art world.” By working with local nonprofit organizations to make site-
specific exhibitions and recent MFa graduates to create installations, as 
well as by providing access to the best private collections and critically 
acclaimed work being produced locally, the fair seeks to underscore Los 
angeles as an influential art center. gross emphasizes bringing an interna-
tional fair to town was really just the next logical step: “a great fair is part 
of the maturation of any great art scene,” he says.  

deitch, La’s unofficial art community poster boy, says he is in favor 
of it all. “i am embracing everyone who comes to participate in the Los 
angeles art world with a positive and entrepreneurial attitude. it’s going 
to make the whole situation [in La] that much more dynamic.” Cliff 
einstein, local collector, chairman emeritus of MoCa and avid sup-
porter of the new fair, concurs. “i think we can give the visitor a very 
complete experience—the chance to engage with the artists and experi-
ence large private collections installed in some of the country’s most 

“Everyone loves LA whether 
they know it—admit it—
or not. All they need to do is 
come and see. And for those 
who resist, lose the hate. 
Because like it or not, this is 
the next art capital.”
      — perry rubenstein

striking examples of residential architecture.” Maria arena Bell, current 
cochair of the MoCa board and influential art-world advocate adds,  
“having a serious art fair join the calendar is important. there are high 
hopes for it and a great deal of enthusiasm as we head into fall.”  

But let us not forget, art fairs are about commerce, and as andy warhol 
cleverly said, “Being good at business is the most fascinating kind of art.” 
to be sure, La has always been a city of industry—from gold mining and 
oil drilling to orange farming and motion pictures—but can this city actu-
ally sell world-class contemporary art? will the international dealers and 
collectors—even the notoriously “over-faired” east Coast hedge-fund buy-
ers—embrace a new art show here? gross clearly thinks so, and of course 
it doesn’t hurt the fair is owned by the deep-pocketed Merchandise Mart 
Properties, inc. (MMPi), producer of eight other art fairs, including the 
well-regarded armory show in nYC. “our seasoned operations team at 
the armory has great relationships with artists and dealers. By attracting the P
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JOHN 
BALdEssARI
He sits on the board of 

MOCA, is a pioneer of 

conceptual art and has 

nurtured and influenced 

generations of artists. 

A major retrospective 

of Baldessari’s work 

traveled the world from 

2009–2011.

 

MARIA 
ARENA BELL
The cochair of MOCA’s 

board, Bell is credited 

with helping Deitch and Broad turn the 

museum around. She and husband Bill 

are longtime arts advocates, donors and 

collectors.

TIMOTHy BLUM ANd JEff POE
Their gallery, Blum & Poe–first opened in 

a jewel box-like 800-square-foot space 

in Santa Monica in 1994–has grown into 

an internationally renowned operation 

representing a stable of art-world heavy-

weights, including Takashi Murakami and 

Carroll Dunham. The partners cemented 

their reign in 2009 after moving into a 

giant 22,000-square-foot space on South La 

Cienega Boulevard. 

ELI BROAd
A mega-collector, philanthropist and tire-

less supporter of the LA art scene, Broad 

is undoubtedly the most powerful person 

in the community. He’s currently building a 

Diller Scofidio + Renfro -designed museum 

Downtown to house his and wife Edythe’s 

extensive collection. Broad has played a 

central role in both LACMA and MOCA.

JOANNE HEyLER
The long-serving and highly respected 

director and chief curator of The Broad Art 

Foundation, Heyler has helped grow the 

collection a whopping 65 percent since 

she became its advisor. She’s a low-key 

but global powerhouse who oversees art 

acquisitions and the lending activity of the 

foundation. 

BARBARA KRUgER
An artist who creates 

instantly recognizable 

work with slogans about 

feminism, social hierar-

chies and consumerism, 

Kruger sits on the board 

of MOCA and has taught 

at CalArts.

sHAUN CALEy 
REgEN
 A veteran of the LA 

gallery scene and inde-

fatigable advocate for 

homegrown talent, Regen has been cultivat-

ing and promoting local artists for more than 

two decades. She’s tough, smart, influential 

and sat on the Art Basel Miami Beach selec-

tion committee.

Ed RUsCHA
Often referred to as the “Godfather of the 

LA Art World,” Ruscha is known for using 

the LA landscape as a backdrop in his 

work. He represented the United States in 

the Venice Biennale in 2005 and sits on 

the board of MOCA.

PETER ZELLNER ANd LAURI 
fIRsTENBERg
Zellner’s Culver City-based architecture firm 

has become the de facto choice to create 

artist-friendly spaces for local cutting-edge 

galleries, including Matthew Marks Gallery, 

which opens its West Coast location this 

winter. His wife, Firstenberg, founded the 

progressive LAXART in 2005, a successful 

gallery for emerging and established artists. 

Young and well liked, this is one of LA’s new 

cultural power couples. 

THE AdMIssIONs dIRECTORs 
TO THE EIgHT LEAdINg LOCAL 
ART sCHOOLs
These academic gatekeepers decide which 

young artists will get to study with some of 

the most brilliant and creative minds of our 

time, and in turn, select those whose work 

will ultimately be seen in the annual MFA 

group shows. 

THE POWER LIsT
Local museum directors including MOCA’s Jeffrey deitch, 
LACMA’s michAel govAn and The Hammer’s Ann Philbin 

are well-known power brokers, but who else wields the most
 influence in the Los Angeles art world? Read on to find out.

best and most innovative galleries and utilizing 
the resources MMPi can bring to bear differen-
tiates us from other fairs in La,” says gross. “on 
Friday, september 30 we’re all opening—art 
Platform, Pulse, artLa and ‘Pacific standard 
time.’ if you’re in La, there’s only one place 
you’re going to be, and that’s downtown. what 
we’ve been able to do is create a critical mass of 
events you can’t ignore.” 

the local art community seems cautiously 
optimistic and full of hopeful anticipation. 
“will it rival Basel or Frieze? well, we’ll find 
out, but i think it will grow and grow and be 
totally embraced,” says MoCa trustee Lilly 
tartikoff Karatz. “it will be exciting for [art 
Platform] to come!” Momin echoes the senti-
ment. “i really hope this works,” she says. “we 
need everyone to come together—the support is 
critical. it needs to be collaborative, but i think 
we’re ready for it.” Brand-new La transplant 
Fitzmaurice, who knows a thing or two about fairs after working with art 
Basel for more than a decade and the art dealers association of america’s 
annual art show since 2004, thinks the entire community stands to gain. “i 
think it’s fantastic for Los angeles,” says Fitzmaurice. “La has its group of 
internationally recognized major collectors, but also a large group of rela-
tively unknown newer collectors that seek access to international galleries 

and artists. art fairs are a fantastic way to bring collectors more into the 
art world and help them educate themselves. that stands to benefit the 
community—artists, gallerists and museums.” or as Fitzmaurice’s husband, 
Perry rubenstein—who is moving his eponymous gallery from Chelsea to 
hollywood this winter—succinctly puts it, “everyone loves La whether they 
know it—admit it—or not. all they need to do is come and see. and for those 
who resist, lose the hate. Because like it or not, this is the next art capital.” 

if there is one aspect of the conversation everyone seems to whole-
heartedly agree on, it is that there is one ingredient—arguably the most 
important for any cultural capital—Los angeles possesses above all: artists 
in residence. Lévy shrugs off the idea the famously capricious art market 
(or the media) might move on to a new city next year. “in La, it’s about 
the artists establishing a community, relationships among themselves 
and supporting one another,” he says. “they can afford large studios. 
the light is great. the younger generation of artists is here to stay. think 
of a german artist like Florian Maier-aichen—even he chooses to live in 
La. all of this is more interesting than a booming art market. one feels 
the energy today in La is similar to the feeling in new York in the late 
1950s.” adds einstein, “i think La has more good art being made right 
now than in any city in the world.”  

deitch also references La’s continuation as a creative incubator for 
contemporary art. “do you know who ryan trecartin is? i would char-
acterize him as maybe the first real 21st-century artist,” says deitch. “he is 
pushing art closer to what people do in film and tV, and he moved to Los 
angeles partially to be able to connect with people with technical skills in 
the film and television world. the most exciting thing about the creative 
situation in La is this opportunity to cross the boundaries between the dif-

ferent media and put together 
something very fresh.”  

no one understands the 
La art scene better than John 
Baldessari, the city’s resident 
art-world elder statesman, 
who has spent most of his life 
living, working and teaching 
in southern California. “La 
is a young city,” he says. “as a 
result, it has fewer inhibitions 
about art. artists here don’t 
worry about how their [work] 
will fit into art history. the 
prevalent mood is, why not?” 
among all the major players, 
there also seems to be a collec-
tive feeling the prominent local 
art schools—Calarts, uCLa, 
art Center College of design 
and usC—attract young artists 

to La and have had an incalculable long-term effect on the community.
so maybe nothing has changed—yet everything has. regardless, the 

excitement within the community is palpable. “You feel the movement 
happening. it’s thrilling,” says tartikoff Karatz. “Many different compo-
nents have come together to create this magic.” Bell also believes La 
is ready for its close-up. “this is a great time in the arts for [this city]” 
she says. “the fact the contemporary art world has taken notice of this 
vibrant expression in La makes perfect sense now. this is La’s time.” 
adds Momin, “things have just coalesced. it seems overnight once it 
gains momentum because it has a more exponential presence, but this 
was decades in the making.”

Perhaps Baldessari sums it up best: “the exodus to new York has 
pretty much stopped, and artists are staying in La, which brings more 
galleries and several notable new Yorkers, such as govan, Philbin and 
deitch. as a result, art from La has become sexy around the world.”  
rubenstein agrees. when asked what La has that other art capitals do 
not, he says, “simple. it’s sexy. Very sexy.” LAC

“The fact the 
contemporary art 
world has taken 
notice of this 
vibrant expression 
in LA makes 
perfect sense now. 
This is LA’s time.”
—maria arena bell

cliff and Mandy einstein in their home gallery. below: Standard Station, Amarillo, Texas by ed ruscha will be part of the “Pacific standard time” initiative.
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Bloody Sundae, John baldessari, 1987.


